
Teacher/Therapist   Name:    Emily   Kuspiel   Intermediate   1    (Week   6)  

 

Program:   Identifying   numbers  

Direction   :     Will   identify   number   1-10  

write   numbers   down   on   paper   or   index   cards   if   you   have   them.   Ask   them   to   point   to   the   correct   number  

Student   Response:    will   point   to   the   number   asked   to   identify.  

Date  
             

             

             

             

            

 
Comments:   
 

 

Program:   Sorting  

Direction   :    Will   put   away   at   least   4   dishes   away   in   the   correct   places   in   your   kitchen.   (i.e.   bowel,   plate,   cups,   mugs,   etc.)  

Student   Response:    will   find   where   dishes   belong   and   put   them   in   their   proper   spots.  

Date  
            

             

             

             

             

 
Comments:   
 
 
 

Program:   Typing  

Direction   :    Will   type   their   first   name.   write   their   first   name   on   a   piece   of   paper   for   them.   Then   place   them   in   front   of   a  

keyboard,   either   on   a   computer   or   an   iPad.   Then   tell   them   to   type   their   name.  

Student   Response:    will   type   their   first   name  

 
Date  
            

             

             

             

             

 



Comments:   
 
 
Teacher/Therapist   Name:   

 

Program:   Identifying   Parts   of   the   Body  

Direction   :    Will   identify   5   body   parts.   (i.e.   eyes,   nose,   ears,   mouth,   chin,   foot,   etc.)  

Student   Response:    will   point   to   the   correct   body   part.  

Date  
             

             

             

             

            

 
Comments:   
 

 

Program:   Sorting  

Direction   :    will   put   away   3   articles   of   clothing   in   their   correct   places.   (i.e   socks,   shirts   placed   in   correct   drawers   in   dresser)  

Student   Response:    Students   will   put   the   clothing   in   correct   places   in   their   bedroom   (a   drawer,   closet,   etc)  

Date  
            

             

             

             

             

 
Comments:   
 
 
 

Program:    Hanging   Shirts  

Direction   :    Will   hang   2   shirts   on   a   hanger   and   hang   them   up   correctly   in   their   closet  

Student   Response:    hung   the   2   shirts   correctly   (the   shirts   don’t   fall   off   the   hangers).  

 
Date  
            

             

             

             

             

 



Comments:   
 
Teacher/Therapist   Name:   

 

Program:   Identifying   people  

Direction   :    Will   identify   3   family   members   by   pointing   to   the   actual   person   or   a   picture   of   that   person.  

Student   Response:    will   point   to   the   correct   person.  

Date  
             

             

             

             

            

 
Comments:   
 

 

Program:   Food   Preparation   

Direction   :    Will   pour   water   into   a   cup   without   it   overflowing.  

Student   Response:    will   pour   correct   amount   of   water   into   the   cup  

Date  
            

             

             

             

             

 
Comments:   
 
 
 

Program:   Identifying   items  

Direction   :    Will   identify   5   living   room   items.   (i.e.   T.V.,   couch,   coffee   table,   chair,   lamp,   etc.)  

Student   Response:    Will   point   to   the   correct   item.  

 
Date  
            

             

             

             

             

 
Comments:   


